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Part 1 of case study ex2 shows how to use Flux operators create(), interval(), map(), filter(), take(), subscribe(), subscribeOn(), then(), publishOn(), & doOnNext() to create large random BigInteger objects & asynchronously check if they are prime in a background thread from the default parallel thread pool.

```flux
Flux
  .interval(sSLEEP_DURATION)
  .subscribeOn(publisher)
  .map(sGenerateRandomBigInteger)
  .filter(sOnlyOdd)
  .take(sMAX_ITERATIONS)
  .subscribe(sink::next, err -> sink
               .complete(),
             sink::complete);
```

See [github.com/douglas craig schmidt/LiveLessons/tree/master/Reactive/Flux/ex2](https://github.com/douglas craig schmidt/LiveLessons/tree/master/Reactive/Flux/ex2)
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The Mono.fromRunnable() operator is also shown.

```java
Flux
    .create(makeTimedFluxSink(sb))
    ...
    .map(bigInteger ->
        FluxEx.checkIfPrime
            (bigInteger, sb))
    .doOnNext(bigInteger -> FluxEx.
        processResult
            (bigInteger, sb))
    ...
    .then(Mono.fromRunnable(() -> BigFractionUtils.
        display
        (sb.toString())));
```

See [github.com/douglas craig schmidt/LiveLessons/tree/master/Reactive/Flux/ex2](github.com/douglas craig schmidt/LiveLessons/tree/master/Reactive/Flux/ex2)
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```java
74 * Test a stream of random BigIntegers to determine which values
75 * are prime using an asynchronous time-driven Flux stream.
76 */
77
public static Mono<Void> testIsPrimeTimed() {
78     // We use a StringBuffer because it is thread-safe!
79     StringBuffer sb =
80         new StringBuffer("\n" + " Calling testIsPrimeTimed()\n"");
81
82     // Callback that writes the BigInteger to the StringBuffer.
83     Consumer<BigInteger> logBigInteger =
84         s -> FluxEx.print(s, sb);
85
86     return Flux
87         .create(makeTimedFluxSink())
88         .doOnNext(logBigInteger)
89         .subscribe();
```

See github.com/douglasfra/LiveLessons/tree/master/Reactive/flux/ex2
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